Communicative English Program (CEP)

1. This is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} year we are running CEP program on Communicative English at our school. Remarkable change has been observed this year in students in speaking English, particularly in primary class students.

2. Just like in last year CEP ran this program along with activities like skits, songs, conversations, role plays, competitions etc.

3. CEP’s ‘Police Control’ is very effective this year to enforce discipline in students to talk in English in Auditorium, in classrooms and in corridors.

4. Many students participated in CEP activities this year and took part in Annual Day celebrations.

5. Primary students demonstrated their English conversational skills during Assembly Sessions like ‘New Word Usage’ etc.

6. Through display boards near auditorium and main building floors, ‘Information Corners’ were created to motivate the students to speak in English.

7. Recreational Competitions were also held to sustain the interest of the students throughout the year.

8. With the above efforts maximum number of students started speaking in English in the school.
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